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Game of chores – ANSWERS  
 
 

 

 

1. What’s the word?   

Write the word under the pictures.  

tidy up dust sweep the floor vacuum shower sink 

toilet lay the table cook do the washing-up clean the car walk the dog 
      

      

lay the table tidy up do the washing-up cook sink shower 

      

clean the car walk the dog vacuum sweep the floor dust toilet 

 
 

 

 

2. Choose the answer!  

Listen to the poem. Circle the correct answer.  

a. play                                         the floor / a game / the dog 

b. dust                                         the shelves / the washing-up / the rugs 

c. sweep                                         the food / the toilet / the floor 

d. vacuum                                         the washing-up / the sink / the rugs 

e. clean                                         the shower and sink / the game / Mum 

f. lay                                         the dog / the table / the bathroom 

g. do                                         the points / the housework cup / the washing-up 

h. walk                                         the car / the dog / the shelves 
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3. Fill it in!  

Think about the poem. Write the missing words in the sentences.  

chores tidy outside winner most points 

a. You can play a game to keep your home clean and           tidy          . 

b. You score                      points                       for doing different jobs at home. 

c. The jobs people don’t like score the                       most                        points. 

d. Some chores can be                     outside                    , like walking the dog. 

e. The person with the most points is the                      winner                     . 

f. It can be fun to do                      chores                      if you make it a game! 

 
 
 

 

 

4. Match them up!  

Listen to the poem. Match the words that rhyme, for example up and cup.  

floor  today 

sink  far 

two  more 

car  you 

play  think 

 
 
 

 

 

5. Write and draw!  

Children draw a picture and write about what chores they do at home that 
they like or hate. 

 

 


